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REVIEW ARTICLE

Estimates of carbon nanotube deposition in the lung: improving quality
and robustness

Matthew D. Wright, Alison J. Buckley and Rachel Smith

Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards (CRCE), Public Health England (PHE), Chilton, UK

ABSTRACT
Carbon nanotube (CNT) in vivo inhalation studies are increasingly providing estimates of the quantity
of material deposited in the lung, generally estimated using standard formulae and pulmonary depos-
ition models. These models have typically been developed and validated using data from studies
using sphere-like particles. Given the importance of particle morphology to pulmonary deposition, the
appropriateness of such an approach was explored to identify any potential limitations. Aerosolized
CNT particles typically form ‘fiber-like’ and/or ‘broadly spherical’ agglomerates. A review of currently
used deposition models indicates that none have been directly validated against results for CNT, how-
ever, models for spherical particles have been extensively validated against a wide range of particle
sizes and materials and are thus expected to provide reasonable estimates for most ‘broadly spherical’
CNT particles, although experimental confirmation of this would be of benefit, especially given their
low density. The validation of fiber deposition models is significantly less extensive and, in general,
focused on larger particles, e.g. asbestos. This raises concerns about the accuracy of deposition esti-
mates for ‘fiber-like’ CNT particles and recommendations are made for future research to address this.
An appreciation of the uncertainties on CNT deposition estimates is important for their interpretation
and thus it is recommended that model sensitivity and uncertainty assessments be undertaken. Issues
surrounding the measurement and derivation of model input data are also addressed, including instru-
ment responses and particle density assessment options. Recommendations are also made for aerosol
characterization to ‘future-proof’ CNT inhalation studies regarding advances in deposition modeling
and toxicological understanding.
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Introduction

There is a growing consensus on the importance of provid-
ing information on the amount of material deposited in the
lung during in vivo inhalation studies using particulates,
reflected by the inclusion in the recently revised OECD
inhalation test guidelines TG412 (OECD 2017a) and TG413
(OECD 2017b) of a recommendation for lung burden meas-
urements to be undertaken for insoluble materials.
Information on the quantity of an inhaled material depos-
ited in the lung and its temporal variation post-exposure
can give an indication of changes in clearance mechanisms,
such as those indicative of so called ‘lung overload,’ poten-
tially important for interpreting toxicity study results
(ECETOC 2013). But estimates of the quantities of material
deposited in the lung also serve other important purposes,
including allowing clearer inter-comparison between studies,
and, importantly, ‘extrapolation’ between animal and human
models for risk assessment purposes (Jarabek et al. 2005).
An increasing number of published in vivo inhalation stud-
ies using particulate aerosols, particularly nanomaterials,
therefore provide information on the quantity of deposited

material, either measured using techniques such as ICP-MS
(Schwotzer et al. 2017) or, more frequently, estimated using
standard formulae and available models (Shin et al. 2015).
Such models have typically been developed and validated
using data from studies using spherical or almost spherical
particles, however, they are increasingly being used to esti-
mate lung deposition for fibrous materials, in particular car-
bon nanotubes (CNT). Given the significance of particle
morphology to pulmonary deposition (Crowde et al. 2002),
it is necessary to explore whether such models are appropri-
ate for this purpose. This is of particular importance
because of the growing number of in vivo inhalation studies
using such materials being undertaken in response to con-
cerns regarding their potential toxicity. For example, there
are concerns that exposure to some types of CNT may lead
to some of the diseases associated with exposure to asbestos
(van Berlo et al. 2012; Donaldson et al. 2013; Ellenbecker
et al. 2018; Dong and Ma 2019) and IARC (2017) has
recently classified one particular type of multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT), MWCNT-7, as possibly carcinogenic
in humans (Class 2B).
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Here, we summarize current understanding of the phys-
ical characteristics of aerosolized CNT particles (both as
identified in industrial settings and as used in in vivo inhal-
ation studies) pertinent to transport and deposition in the
respiratory tract, with a particular focus on morphology and
density. Relevant deposition mechanisms are briefly out-
lined, and their relative importance for different CNT aero-
sol particle types is discussed. Current particle (including
fiber) deposition models are reviewed with reference to their
validation ‘status’ for CNT aerosols. The practical applica-
tion of such models to CNT aerosols is then addressed, with
particular reference to the complex nature of such aerosols
and the concomitant difficulty in assigning appropriate par-
ameter values to adequately represent aerosols for input to
models primarily designed for use with spherical particles.
In this context, we also discuss some issues associated with
the measurement of CNT aerosol particle characteristics for
input to such models. Finally, we make recommendations
on the aerosol characterization information to be collected
during CNT in vivo inhalation experiments to improve
inter-study comparability and identify areas where future
research is required to improve our understanding of the
transport and deposition of CNT aerosol particles in the
respiratory tract and thus the accuracy and robustness of
lung deposition estimates.

Carbon nanotube aerosol characteristics

Particle shape

Unlike the conception of CNT as long, thin, needlelike
fibers, somewhat like crocidolite asbestos, the majority of
airborne CNT particles identified in electron micrographs
after sampling in real exposure situations are bent and
tangled, forming low density agglomerates up to tens of
micrometers in diameter. Table 1 summarizes key findings
relating to CNT aerosol particle properties from selected
(mainly workplace) exposure assessment studies, whilst
more general reviews of workplace, consumer and/or envir-
onmental exposures to CNT can be found in the literature
(Canu et al. 2016; Dahm et al. 2018). A wide range of par-
ticle types have been observed, varying with activity, CNT
type, production method, and functionalization.
Morphologically, airborne CNT particles can be grouped
into two general categories, ‘fiber-like’ and ‘broadly-spher-
ical,’ the latter being more common, whilst noting that ‘real’
CNT aerosols may consist of a complex mix of both forms
and/or intermediate forms e.g. ‘fiber-like’ particles with
branches, or ‘broadly-spherical’ particles with single fibers
protruding from the body.

‘Fiber-like’ particles are either individual, or lightly agglomer-
ated groups of small numbers of, tubes typically of length
1–6mm and diameter �50nm. The lengths of aerosolized
MWCNT are generally shorter than those characterized in ‘bulk’
i.e. as manufactured, implying that shorter, or broken, MWCNT
may preferentially be aerosolized as ‘fiber-like’ particles com-
pared to longer MWCNT which tend to appear as ‘broadly-
spherical’ (or ‘isometric’) agglomerates (Chen et al. 2012).
Compared with asbestos fibers, typically a few to tens

micrometers in length and around 500nm in diameter, ‘fiber-
like’ CNT are smaller, therefore their aerodynamic behavior and
respiratory deposition characteristics are likely to differ.

‘Broadly-spherical’ particles are open agglomerated struc-
tures containing tangled bunches of tubes. Single-walled car-
bon nanotubes (SWCNT) have a strong tendency to form
‘broadly-spherical’ particles, with a large range of sizes (100nm
up to hundreds of micrometers or more) observed (Maynard
et al. 2004). ‘Broadly-spherical’ MWCNT particles have also
been observed, with sizes generally smaller than corresponding
SWCNT particles (100nm up to a few mm) (Ihrie et al. 2019).

Aerosolization of CNT embedded within a matrix of
other material from a ‘composite’ product is also possible
(Nowack et al. 2013; Kovochich et al. 2018), however,
release potential outside of production processes (i.e. during
normal use) for a range of composites is expected to be low
(Kingston et al. 2014) and released CNT are typically not
free but ‘composite-bound’ (i.e. embedded and protruding
from matrix particles). Such particles will have different
morphology (and hence aerodynamic behavior) and may
have different toxicity compared to ‘free CNT’ aerosols
(Ging et al. 2014) and are not considered further here.

For inhalation studies bulk samples of carbon nanotubes
can be aerosolized using a number of devices, including
acoustic generators (McKinney et al. 2009), vortex shakers
(Ku et al. 2013), dust mills, feeders or brush generators
(Ma-Hock et al. 2009; Kasai et al. 2014), ultrasonic genera-
tors (Kim et al. 2017) and nebulizers or atomizers
(Chortarea et al. 2015; Kadoya et al. 2016). The aerosol par-
ticles produced can be grouped into the same broad shape
categories as indicated above but the nature of the aerosoli-
zation process, including the apparatus but also the environ-
mental conditions e.g. humidity, may significantly affect the
properties of the resulting aerosol (Ku et al. 2013; Ku and
Kulkarni 2015; Pauluhn and Rosenbruch 2015; Ku and
Birch 2019). The characteristics of the aerosol used for
inhalation studies may therefore differ significantly from
that which would be encountered in a workplace using the
same material. This is an important factor to consider in
the risk management process. In general, predicting the
characteristics of airborne CNT particles from information
on their bulk material properties (Jackson et al. 2015;
Poulsen et al. 2017) is not straightforward (see
Supplementary Information for further discussion).

Particle density

In addition to morphology, particle density is an important
parameter in determining airborne CNT aerodynamic
behavior and hence also pulmonary deposition characteris-
tics. The range of observed airborne CNT particle densities
is significant due to the wide variety of forms, with the low-
est densities well below those of most other aerosol particles
of relevance for human exposure. The density of individual
CNT depends on the number of walls and the fiber diam-
eter (Laurent et al. 2010) and the presence (if any) of
‘impurities’ e.g. metal catalysts, or functional groups. For
previous studies using MWCNT, this ‘intrinsic’ density
ranges from around 1.7 to 2.2 g cm�3 (Kim et al. 2009;
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Oyabu et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012; Ku and Kulkarni 2015;
Wang et al. 2015), which may correspond approximately to
that expected for ‘fiber-like’ CNT particles. By comparison,
the density of graphite is around 2.2 g cm�3, carbon black
ranges between 1.8 and 2.1 g cm�3, and airborne asbestos
particles approximately 2.5 g cm�3 (HEI 1991). ‘Broadly-
spherical’ CNT agglomerates, however, may have signifi-
cantly lower ‘effective densities’ (see Supplementary
Information for a fuller description of this term), in the
range 0.1–1.0 g cm�3, especially for larger agglomerates (Ku
and Kulkarni 2015; Wang et al. 2015; Gat�e et al. 2019; Ku
and Birch 2019), with one study using aerosolized SWCNT
estimating a density of the order of 0.01 g cm�3 (Baron
et al. 2008). Particle effective densities depend on a number
of factors including the CNT production method, bulk form
and properties (Hao et al. 2003; Maynard et al. 2004; Ku
et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2012; Pauluhn and Rosenbruch 2015;
Wang et al. 2015; Ku and Birch 2019). The practical chal-
lenges involved in determining the density of airborne CNT
particles are discussed in a later section.

Aerosol heterogeneity

In addition to the varying characteristics of CNT aerosols
produced via different methods, the characteristics of a
given CNT aerosol can inherently reflect a range of particle

shapes, sizes and densities, and, as such, they have the
potential to be significantly more heterogeneous than other
aerosol types. For example, whilst clearly not homogeneous,
spherical nanoparticles typically form broadly spherical
aerosol agglomerates and asbestos aerosols generally com-
prise rigid fibers of similar density. By contrast, CNT them-
selves often have a wide range in both tube diameter and
length (JRC 2014; Poulsen et al. 2017), and when aerosol-
ized, can agglomerate irregularly, forming a wide variety of
shapes (e.g. McKinney et al. 2009; Porter et al. 2012; Gat�e
et al. 2019), with resulting large range in aspect ratio (ratio
of length to width) and dynamic shape factor (discussed in
Supplementary Information), and a corresponding wide
range in density. This means that, for instance, one subset
of the CNT aerosol population may behave aerodynamically
very differently to others, and consequently may reach dif-
ferent regions of the lung. The different location of depos-
ition, along with other characteristics of the aerosol (e.g.
aggregation state, presence of fibers etc.) could result in dif-
ferent health outcomes (Ellenbecker et al. 2018).

Airborne transport and deposition of CNT aerosols
in the lung

Five main mechanisms are responsible for aerosol depos-
ition in lung airways upon inhalation: inertial impaction,

Table 1. Characteristics of CNT aerosols sampled in various exposure situations.

Reference Activity CNT type
CNT observed
in air samples? Particle Characteristics

Maynard et al. (2004) Removing CNT from
production vessel

Laser ablated SWCNT, Yes Large, open agglomerates, 100 lm–1mm
in diameter (‘broadly-spherical’)

HiPCO SWCNT Yes Large, open agglomerates, a few lm in
diameter (‘broadly-spherical’)

Han et al. (2008) Recovering CNT and
blending composites

MWCNT Yes Individual and lightly agglomerated tubes,
average diameter 55 nm, average
length 1.5lm (‘fiber-like’), and larger
agglomerates, 100–300 nm and a few
lm in diameter (‘broadly-spherical’)

Bello et al. (2010) Drilling of CNT composites MWCNT composites Only during drilling Particle clusters containing CNT
aggregates a few lm in diameter
(‘broadly-spherical’)

Lee et al. (2010) Various (6 separate facilities) MWCNT During CVD production
with no controls

Agglomerates of fibers, diameter �50 nm
, length 3 lm (‘fiber-like’), and
spherical particles, diameter
100–600 nm (‘broadly-spherical’)

Johnson et al. (2010) Weighing, transferring to
liquid and ultra-sonication

Raw MWCNT Only during transferring Loose bundles of tubes � 500 nm in
diameter (‘broadly-spherical’)

Hydroxylated MWCNT Only during sonication Highly agglomerated bundles >1 lm in
diameter (‘broadly-spherical’)

Dahm et al.
(2012, 2015, 2018)

Various (14 separate facilities) SWCNT, MWCNT,
CNF

Yes (except one
site)

Some individual fibers at 3 sites (‘fiber-
like’), but mostly agglomerate
structures (‘broadly-spherical’) of size
>2 mm (data from a subset of
7 locations)

Hedmer et al. (2014) Production (arc-discharge)
and purification/

functionalization of CNT

MWCNT Yes (higher
concentration for
production tasks)

Individual CNT (‘fiber-like’) found in 21%
of samples; large (>3 mm)
agglomerates found in 59% of samples

Kuijpers et al. (2016) Synthesis, handling, research
and office work

MWCNT Yes (especially for
synthesis and handling
but also in office)

Mainly MWCNT agglomerates 0.5–10 mm
(‘broadly-spherical’), no single
fibers observed

Kouassi et al. (2017) Manufacturing,
recovery/cleaning

SWCNT Yes Loosely agglomerated SWCNT
(‘micrometre scale’), sometimes
associated with carbon black
agglomerates and metal catalyst, in 7
of 8 samples during recovery/cleaning.
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gravitational sedimentation, Brownian diffusion, intercep-
tion, and electrostatic forces. The relative importance of
each depends on both particle properties, which influence
aerodynamic behavior, and airway geometry and air flow
characteristics. For example, there are well-known effects on
deposition due to age, size, sex and physical activity-related
differences in airway geometry and air flow characteristics
(ICRP 1994, NCRP 1997, Hussein et al. 2013) and also
between different animal models, e.g. mouse and rat
(Anjilvel and Asgharian 1995, Miller et al. 2016). In add-
ition, deposition may also be altered due to differences in
airway structure and air flow characteristics in people with
conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) or asthma (Chalupa et al. 2004, Jakobsson et al.
2018), although this is much less well understood. These
effects are relevant to all inhaled particles and thus are not
discussed in detail here, although their impact for CNT will
be considered in following sections.

Impaction occurs when particles with sufficient inertia
deviate from the gas streamline as the latter curves e.g. at a
bend or bifurcation in the lung, and deposit on airway walls.
Impaction is most important for large particles and higher
air flow rates and is of primary concern in the upper air-
ways. Sedimentation is the result of gravitational settling of
particles and is more important in smaller airways, where
flow velocity is lower and particle residence time is longer.
Both these mechanisms are governed by the aerodynamic
equivalent diameter of the particle (see Supplementary
Information). A very large range of aerodynamic diameters,
from 10 nm to over 100 lm, is obtained for ‘broadly-spher-
ical’ CNT particles using typically observed dimensions and
densities (Table 2). Because the density of ‘broadly-spherical’

CNT particles is usually expected to be below unit density,
their aerodynamic diameter is likely to be smaller than their
physical diameter.

Diffusional deposition occurs as a result of collisions
between gas molecules and airborne particles, leading to a
higher probability that particles will contact nearby airway
walls, and is governed by the particle diffusion equivalent
diameter (see Supplementary Information). Diffusion is
most important for small particles (<300 nm) and in small
airways and the alveolar region, with low flow velocity and
long residence times. Diffusion equivalent diameters for
‘broadly-spherical’ MWCNT agglomerates are typically in
the range 100 nm to 100mm (Table 3).

Although lung deposition models are described in more
detail later, it is instructive to introduce some generaliza-
tions regarding the link between ‘diameter’ and deposition
efficiency. As outlined, diffusion-related mechanisms domin-
ate for smaller particles, hence for particles with (diffusion)
diameter <300 nm, decreasing diameter leads to an increase
in deposition efficiency. Conversely, above this diameter,
aerodynamic-related mechanisms dominate, and for particles
with (aerodynamic) diameter >300 nm, deposition efficiency
increases with diameter, up to the point where particle
inhalability (the ability of a particle to enter the head;
Millage et al. 2010) becomes a factor, usually around 3 mm
in rats and around 10 mm in humans (Menache et al. 1995).
Typical ‘broadly-spherical’ CNT agglomerates are expected
to deposit primarily by aerodynamic, rather than diffusional,
processes (Table 3).

Formulae have been developed for the aerodynamic and
diffusion diameters of non-spherical particles, including
fibers (see Supplementary Information). As a ‘rule of
thumb,’ aerodynamic diameters are 2.5–4 times larger than
fiber diameters, with only minor dependence on fiber
length. With typical aerodynamic diameters 40–340 nm,
expected deposition via impaction and sedimentation is rela-
tively low for most ‘fiber-like’ CNT particles. Diffusion
diameters for ‘fiber-like’ CNT particles have a wider range
than aerodynamic diameters, approximately 50 nm to 1 mm,
compared with 300 nm up to several microns for asbestos
fibers. This means that, unlike asbestos which is not likely
to deposit effectively via diffusional methods, fiber-like CNT
are likely to exhibit increasing diffusional deposition with
decreasing fiber diameter and length (Table 3).

Table 2. Predicted aerodynamic diameters (in lm) of spherical particles with
diameters and densities in the ranges observed for ‘broadly-spherical’ CNT
particles (details of derivation in Supplementary Information) (values in brack-
ets are the ratio of physical to aerodynamic diameter).

Physical diameter, d (mm)

Density (g cm�3)

0.1 0.5 1.0

0.1 0.012 (8.1) 0.056 (1.79) 0.1 (1.0)
0.3 0.054 (5.5) 0.19 (1.57) 0.3 (1.0)
1 0.27 (3.7) 0.69 (1.46) 1.0 (1.0)
2 0.58 (3.4) 1.39 (1.44) 2.0 (1.0)
5 1.53 (3.3) 3.51 (1.42) 5.0 (1.0)
20 6.3 (3.2) 14.1 (1.42) 20 (1.0)
100 31.6 (3.2) 70.7 (1.41) 100 (1.0)

Table 3. Aerodynamic and diffusion diameters and expected deposition mechanism(s) for different groups of CNT and asbestos particles.

Properties
Particle type

‘Broadly spherical’ CNT ‘Fiber-like’ CNT (individual) Asbestos

Aerodynamic diameter � Large range – 10 nm to 100 mm
(Table 2)

� <Physical diameter

� Primarily governed by
fiber diameter

� �2.5–4 times fiber diameter
� Range 40–340 nm

� Primarily governed by
fiber diameter

� �3–5 times fiber diameter
� Range �300 nm to tens mm

Diffusion diameter � �Volume equivalent diameter
� Large range 100 nm–100 mm

� Dependent on both length
and diameter

� Range 50 nm–1 mm

� Dependent on both length
and diameter

� Range � 300 nm to several mm
Expected deposition mechanism(s) � Aerodynamic

� Interception (?)
� Diffusion (only for

smallest particles)

� Diffusion
� Interception (?)
� Aerodynamic (only for

thickest fibers)

� Aerodynamic
� Interception
� Diffusion (only for thinnest fibers)
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The above discussion assumes simplistic model represen-
tations of the two generalized particle forms identified. The
relevance of the conclusions to real particles, including, for
example, single fibers that might not be straight or small
groups of fibers with different orientations (Oyabu et al.
2011, Chen et al. 2012, Kasai et al. 2016, Ihrie et al. 2019),
or agglomerates which are clearly non-spherical or irregular
with significant non-uniform densities (Mitchell et al. 2007,
Porter et al. 2012, Ihrie et al. 2019), as well as particles
which exhibit characteristics of both the two generalized
forms (e.g. ‘broadly-spherical’ particles with long protruding
tails, Pauluhn 2010, Wang et al. 2015; ‘fiber-like’ particles
with apparent branches, Oyabu et al. 2011, Stapleton et al.
2012); or agglomerated fibers with shapes between those of
‘broadly-spherical’ and ‘fiber-like,’ Ryman-Rasmussen et al.
2009, Chen et al. 2012) remains to be elucidated. These dif-
ferences in morphology will alter the relationships described
above, introducing errors into the assumed relationship
between diffusion and aerodynamic diameter and determin-
ing orientation effects in air flow and hence also influence
lung deposition. The wide variability in CNT particle mor-
phologies described above is also reflected in images of
lung-deposited CNT. For example, Mercer et al. (2013)
showed that for ‘fiber-like’ CNT the majority of initial lung
burden of MWNT-7 in mice was from particles with 4 or
more fibers, and Ku et al. (2006) showed fibers agglomerat-
ing in alignment with each other; whereas Kasai et al.
(2016), using a different aerosol generation method,
observed individual, un-aggregated MWNT-7 fibers in pleu-
ral and abdominal lavage fluid (although this may reflect
the effect of de-agglomeration post deposition). Tangled
MWCNT have also been observed in the pleura of mice fol-
lowing nose-only inhalation (Ryman-Rasmussen et al. 2009).
The exact effects on aerodynamic behavior and deposition
are likely to differ depending on the material, generation
method and possibly also target concentration in exposure
studies, and may vary also with eventual airborne particle
size. Despite recent progress in this area (Chen et al. 2012,
2016a; Ku and Kulkarni 2015, 2018; Wang et al. 2015), fur-
ther experimental studies focused on linking the physical
properties and morphology of airborne CNT with their fun-
damental aerosol behavior, for commonly used CNT types,
are still required to assess the validity of present approaches
to, and/or develop a more accurate treatment of the aero-
dynamic behavior, and hence lung deposition, of ‘real-world’
CNT particles.

Other deposition mechanisms may also be important for
CNT particles. Interception results from the particle touch-
ing the airway surface because of its physical size or shape,
even when not deviating from gas streamlines through other
mechanisms. For spherical or compact particles, interception
efficiency is usually low. However, for high aspect ratio par-
ticles, increased length may increase the likelihood of the
particle touching a surface. Interception could be a signifi-
cant deposition mechanism for ‘fiber-like’ CNT particles
(Bahk et al. 2013), leading to an increase in deposition effi-
ciency both in the upper airways (as demonstrated by cast

models, for irregularly shaped agglomerates e.g. Scheckman
and McMurry 2011) and in smaller airways (as shown for
asbestos fibers via experimental observation of preferential
deposition at alveolar duct bifurcations in rats, Brody and
Roe 1983). As air flow characteristics in the upper airways
tend to align longer fibers with the air flow direction (Chen
et al. 2016b), this could lead to penetration of long, ‘fiber-
like’ CNT into smaller airways, where interception becomes
much more likely. For ‘broadly-spherical particles, given
that several TEM images show particles with visible ‘tails’ or
protrusions (Mitchell et al. 2007; Pauluhn 2010; Pauluhn
and Rosenbruch 2015); and noting also that they have rela-
tively large physical size for a given aerodynamic diameter
due to their low density, higher interception deposition effi-
ciency for particles of this nature may also be expected, in
particular as particles penetrate to smaller airways (although
we note that Pauluhn (2010) suggests that in their study,
enhanced deposition via interception did not occur in rat
upper airways for low-density MWCNT agglomerates).
However, interception is not specifically included in the
majority of deposition models, nor to our knowledge is
there any quantitative experimental information on the spe-
cific contribution of interception to overall deposition effi-
ciency for CNT particles.

Electrostatic charge-mediated deposition is often
neglected in consideration of particle lung deposition.
However, enhancement of deposition can occur for highly
charged particles (Prodi and Mularoni 1985). The electro-
static charge state of airborne CNT particles could be higher
than that of other, more compact particles (Baron et al.
2008; Nasibulin et al. 2008; Kulkarni et al. 2009). The con-
cept of the ‘aerosol charge state’ (which is the probability of
an aerosol particle of a given size carrying a given number
of electronic charges, and is commonly assumed to be inde-
pendent of particle composition in atmospheric physics;
Wiedensohler 1988) differs from the property of particle
‘surface charge,’ which is intrinsic to the material and its
interface with the surrounding medium, and is usually
assessed in suspension via measurement of the related quan-
tity, zeta potential (Porter et al. 2010, Zeinabad et al. 2016).
Surface charge may significantly impact on toxicity of par-
ticles deposited in the lung (Fr€ohlich 2012), and may indir-
ectly influence the size distribution of aerosolised CNT
particles generated by nebulization through moderation of
the stability and agglomeration state of the CNT material in
suspension (Oberd€orster and Kuhlbusch 2018). Dry gener-
ation procedures (as in, for example, acoustic generators or
dust mills) may also lead to high levels of electrostatic
charge on airborne CNT particles. However, the effects (if
any) of aerosol charge on deposition of CNT particles have
to date not been reported, and further investigation into
typical electrostatic charge levels on both ‘broadly-spherical’
and ‘fiber-like’ CNT aerosol particles in a range of exposure
situations (including generation methods commonly
employed in in vivo studies), whether this is influenced by
surface chemistry and/or zeta potential, and how this may
affect deposition, is required.
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Estimating deposited doses of inhaled CNT

Deposition efficiency and deposited dose

Accurate assessment of the deposited dose, not just exposure
concentration, is crucial in comparing results of different
toxicological studies and study types, in extrapolating these
results to humans and, ultimately, in developing exposure
limits to protect health (Oberd€orster et al. 2015; Schmid and
Cassee 2017; Ellenbecker et al. 2018). Deposited doses of
inhaled particulate material, Dd (mg), are typically estimated
using available models/software and formulae of the type

Dd ¼ C �MV � Deff � t (1)

where C is the aerosol mass concentration (mg m�3), MV
the minute ventilation of the animal (m3 min�1), t is the
exposure duration (min) and Deff (dimensionless) is the
fractional efficiency of lung deposition for the aerosol con-
sidered. Clearly any dose estimate has a degree of associated
uncertainty. Frequently in such assessments, values from the
literature or model defaults, rather than measured values,
are used for MV, and this is one source of uncertainty in
resultant predictions (Buckley et al. 2016); however, the
major contribution arises from estimation of depos-
ition efficiency.

In some studies which use the above method to estimate
deposited CNT doses, values for deposition efficiency are
simply taken from the literature (NIOSH 2013). Typical esti-
mates for MWCNT total lung deposition efficiency range
from 1 to 4% in mice, 5 to 20% in rats and 8 to 10% in
humans (Kuempel et al. 2017), whilst a figure of 10% has
been used in attempting to assess dose in several early CNT
exposure studies for a broad particle size range (e.g.
Mitchell et al. 2007 and Ryman-Rasmussen et al. 2009 in
mice; Ma-Hock et al. 2009 in rats). In many cases there is a
lack of clarity surrounding the relevance of the choice of
deposition efficiency value used in such dose estimations,
and without a quantitative justification the calculated ‘dose’
is merely a scaled exposure estimate, which alone does not
provide sufficient information to compare between studies
(Schmid and Cassee 2017).

Deposition efficiencies are increasingly being estimated
using readily available models/software with input data
related to the aerosol (e.g. particle size distribution and par-
ticle density) and the animal model (e.g. lung volumes and
breathing rate). In particular, the Multiple Path Particle
Dosimetry (MPPD) model (Anjilvel and Asgharian 1995;
Asgharian and Anjilvel 1998; Miller et al. 2016; ARA 2018)
has found increasing use for this purpose (O’Shaughnessy
et al. 2014; Pauluhn and Rosenbruch 2015; Gat�e et al. 2019;
Lee et al. 2019). Nevertheless, whilst a clear improvement,
there are still issues regarding the application of models to
estimate deposition efficiency (and hence dose) in this man-
ner within the literature. For example, reporting of the spe-
cific input parameter values used within the model, which
are necessary to reproduce results, is frequently missing,
incomplete or unclear, especially in older publications,
although the importance of reporting these values is increas-
ingly being recognized (Gat�e et al. 2019; Lee et al. 2019). In

addition, in some works there are variations between meas-
ured and actually utilized values e.g. O’Shaughnessy et al.
(2014) measured 121 nm CMD particles but used 100 nm in
their model calculations, while Pauluhn and Rosenbruch
(2015) measured a density of 0.1–0.3 g cm�3 for ‘dry’
MWCNT but used 1.0 g cm�3 as input in the MPPD model,
as they considered this better fitted their measured lung
burdens. Uncertainties in the measurements of aerosol
parameters used as input to deposition models, and their
implications for deposition efficiency calculations and ultim-
ately dose, are also generally ignored (this issue is discussed
in more detail later). A more fundamental issue, however, is
whether the available models are suitable for use in this
context, and this is addressed below.

Applicability of existing whole-lung particle deposition
models to CNT aerosols

The most widely used models to predict aerosol deposition
are whole-lung models, often semi-empirical models utiliz-
ing simplified representations of lung structure and com-
monly derived from both theoretical consideration of
particle deposition mechanisms and available experimental
data. These models primarily address deposition of spherical
particles in the whole respiratory tract or major constituent
regions (e.g. alveolar region). Validation against additional
experimental data for total, and to a lesser extent regional,
deposition has been explicitly reported for some models
(Hofmann 2011) and in general they predict the deposition
of spherical particles reasonably well over a large diameter
range (Kleinstreuer et al. 2008; Hofmann 2009; Rostami
2009). Examples include the ICRP Human Respiratory Tract
Model (HRTM) model (ICRP 1994), MPPD (Anjilvel and
Asgharian 1995; Miller et al. 2016), the NCRP model
(NCRP 1997) and Hofmann (2009). Although the more
sophisticated models include particle shape factors or aspect
ratios among their input variables, allowing for non-spher-
ical particle deposition efficiency to be estimated, most are
not intended specifically for assessing deposition of fibrous
particles. To our knowledge none of these models have been
validated against experimental deposition data for CNT
aerosols, either ‘fiber-like’ or ‘broadly-spherical.’
Nevertheless, as they have typically been developed using
experimental data for spherical particles and subsequently
verified/validated against additional data for a wide range of
materials and size and density ranges, these models are
expected to provide a reasonable estimate, in most cases, for
‘broadly-spherical’ CNT particle deposition efficiency,
although further studies providing experimental confirm-
ation of this are recommended.

A large number of these models are flexible enough to
explore the effects of some differences in size, age and activ-
ity level on CNT deposition as they include different airway
models (or appropriate scaling factors) and allow a range of
breathing parameter values to be used (ICRP 1994, NCRP
1997, Hofmann 2009, Anjilvel and Asgharian 1995, Miller
et al. 2016. MPPD also usefully allows differences in depos-
ition between a range of animal models to be explored.
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However, none of these models include airway configura-
tions and air flow characteristics relevant to diseased lungs
(e.g. COPD).

Although, as outlined, many models are not directly
applicable to fibrous materials, by employing either meas-
ured or derived aerodynamic and diffusion equivalent diam-
eters, estimates of deposition efficiency for ‘fiber-like’ CNT
particles can be obtained from these models. For ‘fiber-like’
CNT particles, with expected aerodynamic and diffusion
equivalent diameter ranges 40–400 nm and 50 nm–1 mm
respectively (see Supplementary Information), such models
predict that diffusion will be the dominant deposition mech-
anism in the alveolar region, with efficiency ranging from a
few percent for the largest fibers, up to around 30% for the
shortest and thinnest fibers. This is in contrast to ‘broadly-
spherical’ CNT particles, and also to asbestos fibers which,
with their much larger equivalent diameters, deposit in the
alveoli mostly by aerodynamic, rather than diffusional,
mechanisms, with efficiency approximately 10–20%.
However, whilst this approach can give an indication of
deposition levels, these estimates should be regarded with
caution as such models rarely include deposition by inter-
ception and, more importantly, have not been validated
against experimental data for fiber-like materials.

Fiber-specific lung deposition models and validation

Some models have been specifically developed to predict the
deposition of fibers. Like more general models, these have
developed from simple compartmental models (Harris and
Fraser 1976) through single-path models (Asgharian and Yu
1988, 1989) to multiple-path (Asgharian and Anjilvel 1998)
or stochastic (Sturm and Hofmann 2009; Sturm 2014, 2018)
models. These are often based on the extension of existing
models for spherical particles (Koblinger and Hofmann
1990; Anjilvel and Asgharian 1995) and are based on using
aerodynamic and diffusion equivalent diameters to account
for differences in diffusional, sedimentation and impaction
deposition due to the different particle shape and behavior
of fibers compared with spheres (using approaches such as
those in Supplementary Information). Interception is also
generally included as this could be a significant deposition
mechanism for fibers. To account for enhanced interception
of fibers, correction factors applied to individual lung gener-
ations (Sturm and Hofmann 2009) or direct incorporation
into the expressions used to evaluate overall deposition effi-
ciency (Asgharian and Anjilvel 1998; Asgharian and Yu
1988, 1989; Ding et al. 1997) have been employed.
Deposition efficiencies associated with each mechanism may
be derived either from an analytical standpoint (Asgharian
and Yu 1989; Ding et al. 1997), Monte Carlo methods (Ding
et al. 1997; Sturm and Hofmann 2009; Sturm 2018) and/or
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling (Bal�ash�azy
et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2016b). Because of the complexity of
CFD modeling, these studies often focus on the upper
respiratory tract only (Tian and Ahmadi 2016), individual
airways or bifurcations (Kleinstreuer and Feng 2013), or

acinar regions only (Shachar-Berman et al. 2019), rather
than the whole lung.

Unfortunately, experimental data both in vitro and
in vivo (particularly in humans) against which to validate
fibrous particle deposition models is limited, especially for
smaller fibers and in the smaller airways, where such experi-
ments are difficult to undertake. Experimental studies
largely focus on asbestos and a small number of other mate-
rials including glass or ceramic fibers, falling into three
broad categories: human postmortem (ex vivo) tissue sample
analyses, airway cast model studies, and in vivo inhalation
studies. Ex vivo studies of lung tissue (mainly from deceased
asbestos workers) provide qualitative information on the
penetration of various fiber types to different lung regions
(Timbrell 1982). Although studies of this type cannot be
used to derive deposition efficiencies, the ability of long
fibers (tens of micrometers) to deposit deep within the lung
was clearly shown. Airway cast experiments likewise can
only provide information on deposition in the upper air-
ways, although again serve to demonstrate the ability of
fibrous particles to penetrate to the lower respiratory tract
(Zhou et al. 2007; Su and Cheng 2015). Results from a num-
ber of acute inhalation exposure studies in rats which
assessed deposition efficiency of fibers, mainly asbestos of
length 1–6 mm, are summarized by Ding et al. (1997). Over
a range of fiber sizes, deposition efficiency in the whole
lung was typically 16–19%, and 3–10% in the pulmonary
region. However, the majority of these studies used particles
with aerodynamic equivalent diameters (which we calculate
from the dimensions given to be 500 nm to 40mm) signifi-
cantly larger than sizes expected for ‘fiber-like’ CNT aero-
sols, hence the observed deposition characteristics may not
be directly comparable to CNT. The smallest particles used
in any of the studies reported in Ding et al. (1997) were
glass fibers used by Griffis et al. (1981) with median diam-
eter 110 nm and median length 8.3 mm (aerodynamic diam-
eter around 400–450 nm based on assumed density in the
range 2.2–2.7 g cm�3), which displayed deposition efficiency
of around 3–4% in the alveolar region. A more recent
review of deposition data from typically 5 day in vivo rat
inhalation studies using types of insulation fibers, identified
deposition fractions in the range 1–16%, however, again
these fibers were significantly larger than ‘fiber-like’ CNT
(diameters in the range 340–2440 nm and lengths from 10
to >20 mm) and so the results are not directly applicable
(Nielsen and Koponen, 2018).

Given the limited experimental data on fiber deposition,
it is important to recognize that the validation currently
possible for such models is significantly less extensive than
that for models for spherical particles. An effort to validate
a fiber deposition model was undertaken by Ding et al.
(1997), who evaluated their model performance against a
number of in vivo studies in rats. Whole-lung and regional
deposition was assessed, with slightly higher model predic-
tion for total and nasal deposition, but better agreement in
the lower respiratory tract and pulmonary region. Against
the same experimental data, the model of Asgharian and
Anjilvel (1998) also performed reasonably well, predicting
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that for a given fiber diameter, deposition decreases with
aspect ratio for diffusion-dominated regions and increases
with aspect ratio in regions where impaction and intercep-
tion are more important. Several studies report that increas-
ing aspect ratio shifts the deposition efficiency curve to
smaller diameters (Asgharian and Anjilvel 1998; Sturm and
Hofmann 2009; H€ogberg et al. 2010). Nevertheless, existing
experimental fiber deposition data mainly relate to larger
and thicker fibers than typical ‘fiber-like’ CNT particles,
which means that deposition models developed using and
validated against data from, for example, the literature on
in vivo asbestos studies may not be directly applicable to
shorter, thinner CNT. This is especially likely in the alveolar
region, where penetration of the larger asbestos fibers drops
with increasing generations from the terminal bronchioles
(S�ebastien 1991) but smaller CNT may be expected to con-
tinue deeper into the alveolar region. Many types of CNT
also tend to be less rigid and consequently more bent and/
or tangled than asbestos fibers. There are therefore ques-
tions as to the suitability of models derived for straight,
rigid fibers in predicting the deposition of some types of
CNT particles, in particular with respect to interception
(Podgorski and Gradon 2012).

Experimental CNT deposition data and model validation

As previously stated, to our knowledge none of the depos-
ition models currently being applied in CNT aerosol studies
have been validated against experimental deposition data for
CNT aerosols. This is unsurprising since very few CNT
in vivo inhalation studies have provided data that could be
used for such a validation exercise. This is due in part to
the significant challenges involved in the quantitative deter-
mination of CNT burdens in tissues (Jacobsen et al. 2017)
and the concomitant lack of internationally agreed standard
protocols. Techniques reported for CNT tissue burden
quantification include: microscopy-based approaches
(Stapleton et al. 2012), measurement of associated impurities
(Pauluhn 2010), use of markers (Kasai et al. 2016), x-ray
diffraction and elemental carbon analysis (Oyabu et al.
2011). The majority of inhalation studies in which CNT
lung burdens have been determined are long-term and thus
the measured lung burdens reflect the effects of both the
initial deposition and subsequent clearance. Deriving depos-
ition efficiencies from such data would therefore require
corrections for clearance. Some studies have used lung bur-
den data to determine a ‘deposition fraction’ (using an
approach similar to Equation (1)), which is the ratio of the
measured lung burden to the total quantity of material
inhaled. For example, Oyabu et al. (2011) measured the
lung burden at 3 days following a 4week exposure and esti-
mated that this was 18–20% of the material inhaled and
Kasai et al. (2016) estimated a deposition fraction of
1.5–2.7% following a 2 year exposure. In neither study was
clearance addressed in obtaining these estimates, so these
deposition fractions cannot be directly interpreted as depos-
ition efficiencies. The authors are aware of only one study
which has used a single short CNT exposure (6 h) and

experimentally determined a lung burden (Kim et al. 2020).
The authors did not use the data to derive a deposition effi-
ciency but using the aerosol mass concentration provided
and assuming (a) sacrifice at 24 h post-exposure and (b) the
MPPD default breathing rate, we estimate it represents a
deposition efficiency in the alveolar region of approximately
2%. Ideally, further specific targeted studies with short expo-
sures should be undertaken to allow a more direct assess-
ment of deposition efficiency to produce data for deposition
model validation. This will likely require the further devel-
opment of agreed techniques and procedures for the meas-
urement of CNT tissue burdens. It is also important to note
that to determine deposition efficiencies in the total lung
additional measurements beyond simply lung burdens are
required, including excreta and potentially other organs and
tissues, to account for initially deposited material that is
rapidly transported via the mucociliary escalator or trans-
ported to other organs and tissues (Buckley et al. 2016).

Error propagation in deposition models from varying
aerosol parameters and the implications of aerosol
heterogeneity for model use

The models described above require input data related to
both the animal model and the aerosol. For the aerosol, this
typically includes median, mean or mass median particle
diameter (e.g. aerodynamic, mobility or physical), a measure
of the particle size distribution, typically the geometric
standard deviation (GSD), and particle density. Therefore,
inaccuracies in the measurement of, or assumptions regard-
ing, these parameters may propagate through the model,
leading to errors in retrieved deposition efficiency and hence
received dose. For example, a basic sensitivity analysis
(described in Supplementary Information) using the MPPD
model (v3.04) reveals that failing to account for the lower
density of typical broadly-spherical CNT may lead to over-
estimation of the deposition efficiency for the smallest par-
ticles (mass median aerodynamic diameter, MMAD,
<100 nm) by a factor of 2–3 in both humans and rats,
although this effect is less apparent for large particles.
Effects relating to broader size distributions are apparent
but less extreme; particle deposition efficiency is typically
5–20% higher for a particle size distribution with GSD of
2.4 compared with GSD of 1.7. These results highlight the
importance of adequately assessing the delivered CNT par-
ticle aerosol characteristics for use in deposition modeling.
Note that this broad analysis is expected to apply to most
deposition models; MPPD was used here as an example due
to its wide use in nanotoxicology studies and because of its
accessibility, utility and pedigree (Asgharian and Anjilvel
1998; Miller et al. 2016).

For significantly heterogeneous CNT aerosols it may be
necessary to consider different components of the aerosol
(e.g. where shape or density is expected to vary with particle
diameter) separately within deposition models. For example,
where the size distribution is clearly not log-normal it may
be appropriate to consider two or more components. Some
software allows such approaches directly by inputting a
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number of modes or binned data allowing a full distribution
to be input. However, typically only a single density value
will be input. For some very heterogeneous aerosols both
broadly spherical and fiber-like particles may be present
covering a wide density range, which can clearly be an issue
for CNT aerosols as particle density can vary with form and
size as described earlier. This in turn affects the inferred
relationship between aerodynamic and diffusion diameter,
as density appears in the expression linking the two. Hence,
if CNT particle density is not known or is inaccurate, and/
or if density varies with particle size, then depending on the
diameter input parameter chosen (i.e. aerodynamic or diffu-
sion diameter), typical model output may be reasonable for
only part of the aerosol size distribution and may be
inaccurate for other parts. For example, in the case of aero-
dynamic diameter measurement providing the model input
parameter, deposition efficiency via impaction and sedimen-
tation at larger aerosol sizes may be estimated accurately in
models but these may not adequately reflect the diffusional
deposition for smaller aerosol sizes; and vice versa for diffu-
sion diameter measurements e.g. via SMPS. This may be
a significant issue for many practically encountered
CNT aerosols which extend over the size range where both
diffusional and aerodynamic deposition mechanisms
are operating.

Uncertainties on deposition model predictions

All model predictions have some level of associated uncer-
tainty arising both from uncertainties on model input
parameters and the extent to which the model reflects real-
ity. As indicated above, the latter can be investigated by
comparison with experimental data, although it is important
to note that different models developed from similar data
can predict very different results in some circumstances (e.g.
differences in predictions of NRCP and ICRP lung depos-
ition models, Yeh et al. 1996). An understanding of the level
of uncertainty on a deposition estimate is important to an
appropriate interpretation of the result. Limited uncertainty
and sensitivity analyses have been undertaken for some
deposition models and these have indicated potentially sig-
nificant uncertainties on estimates (Harvey and Hamby
2001; de Winter-Sorkina and Cassee 2002). To the authors
knowledge, no systematic uncertainty analyses have been
undertaken with a focus on the modeling of fiber depos-
ition. It is therefore recommended that such studies be
undertaken to improve the understanding and interpretation
of model outputs.

Measurement of CNT aerosol parameters

As indicated above, deposition models typically require the
following input data defining the aerosol: median, mean or
mass median particle diameter (e.g. aerodynamic, mobility
or physical), a measure of the particle size distribution, typ-
ically the GSD, and particle density. General guidance on
approaches for the measurement of aerosol particle size dis-
tributions is available from a number of sources (Hinds

1999; Kulkarni et al. 2011), with some CNT specific guid-
ance also available (Chen et al. 2012). The following section
highlights some of the particular issues associated with the
measurement of CNT aerosol size distribution characteris-
tics using commonly used instruments, and the uncertainties
that may result. Issues with techniques and instruments for
measuring aerosol particle density are also addressed and
the measurement challenges posed by the heterogenous
nature of typical CNT aerosols discussed. Table 4 provides a
summary of the recommended aerosol characterization
requirements for CNT toxicity studies. This reflects standard
toxicity study requirements, the needs of deposition model-
ing and the growing consensus for nanotoxicology studies
that determining and reporting a range of aerosol exposure
(and dose) metrics is important to allow appropriate inter-
pretation and comparison of study results, both now and in
the future (Schmid and Stoeger 2016; Schmid and Cassee
2017). Recommendations for measurements of ‘bulk’ charac-
teristics of the material which may be important for toxicity
(e.g. functionalization and/or chemical composition, zeta
potential) but not specifically related to measurement of the
aerosolized particles are not included in this table.

CNT aerosol size distribution measurement

The particular characteristics of CNT aerosols pose issues in
their measurement via several common techniques (Chen
et al. 2016a). Of particular interest is the response of
Differential Mobility Analyzers (DMAs) (Flagan 2008)
within Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) systems, and
Aerodynamic Particle Sizers (APS), to CNT particles, given
their widespread use in CNT exposure studies and in par-
ticular, their use to obtain particle size distributions and
effective densities.

Assumptions regarding electrostatic charging of the par-
ticle population is central to the SMPS technique. The
‘charge distribution’ on non-spherical particles such as
fiber-like CNT has not been well-established, but could be
higher than spherical particles of similar size. For example,
charge levels for low-density CNT particles may be higher
than that expected for more compact particles (Baron et al.
2008; Nasibulin et al. 2008; Kulkarni et al. 2009). In practice
this could lead to increased polydispersity of classified par-
ticles and a decoupling of the relationship between mobility
and aerodynamic diameter (Chen et al. 2016a), meaning
standard methods for conversion between the two may not
be applicable. The (generally necessary) use of a single-stage
impactor prior to the DMA inlet can also lead to underesti-
mation of both the true mobility diameter and concentra-
tion, if the mean (aerodynamic) particle diameter is below
the impactor cutoff diameter, as for low density particles
(Chen et al. 2016a). Furthermore, if the nature of the par-
ticles changes over the size distribution measured e.g. if par-
ticles become more fiber-like as they get smaller (Chen
et al. 2012) and/or effective density depends on size (Ku
and Kulkarni 2015; Wang et al. 2015; Gat�e et al. 2019),
mobility size distributions and number concentrations could
be affected. Non-spherical particles may also align in the
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electric field in Differential Mobility Analyzers (DMAs)
leading to inaccuracies in classified particle characteristics,
although this behavior could be exploited to obtain further
shape information (Zelenyuk and Imre 2007). The perform-
ance of the APS in measuring CNT particles is also some-
what uncertain, especially toward the lower sizes detectable
by the instrument (this is discussed subsequently in relation
to obtaining particle densities). Further work in determining
instrument performance for a range of CNT, and on the
electrical charge distribution on fiber-like and broadly-
spherical CNT particles, is required to improve confidence
in results from these techniques and thus reduce potential

errors in estimated deposition efficiencies and doses in toxi-
cological studies.

Airborne CNT particle density measurement

A number of different methods have been employed to
assess the ‘effective density’ (see Supplementary Information
for a clarification of this term) of a range of aerosols includ-
ing CNT. However, many share a common feature which is
the concurrent, or in-series, characterization of airborne
particles by both mobility and mass. Often, as described

Table 4. Recommended carbon nanotube aerosol characterization and suggested measurement methods for toxicity studies.

Parameter Measurement method(s) Derivation(s) from other measurements

Mass concentration (e.g. mg m�3) � Filter sampling followed by ‘off-line’
gravimetric measurement

� ‘Online’ gravimetric instruments (e.g. Tapered
Element Oscillating Microbalance, TEOM;
Quartz Crystal Microbalance, QCM)

� Beta Attenuation Monitor, BAM

� Derived from particle size distribution, ideally
directly measured mass-weighted, or number-
weighted along with density information

� Direct-reading optical instruments (e.g.
DataRAM) along with suitable calibration for
the material under test

Particle number concentration (e.g. # cm�3) � Dedicated particle counter e.g. Condensation
Particle Counter (CPC)

� Calculated from size distributions obtained via
particle sizer e.g. Scanning Mobility Particle
Sizer (SMPS), Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS)

� Counting of particles from electron
microscopy images

Surface area concentrationa (e.g. nm2 cm�3) � Direct measurement via diffusion charging
method e.g. Nanoparticle Surface Area
Monitor (NSAM)

� Filter sampling of aerosolized material followed
by gas adsorption method (e.g. LeBuf
et al. 2011)

� Derived from particle number- or mass-weighted
size distribution and morphology information

Volume concentrationa (e.g. mm3 cm�3) � Derived from mass concentration or aerosol
mass size distribution and estimated
particle densityd

Aerosol particle size distributionb � Aerodynamic number size distribution: e.g.
APS, Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier (AAC)

� Mobility number size distribution: e.g. SMPS,
‘fast’ mobility particle sizers e.g. FMPS, DMS

� Aerodynamic mass size distribution: Size-
segregated impaction-based methods e.g.
Micro-Orifice Uniform Deposition Impactor
(NanoMOUDI), Electrical Low Pressure Impactor
(ELPI) followed by ‘off-line’ gravimetric
measurement

� Aerodynamic mass size distribution: Size-
segregated impaction-based methods with
real-time conversion e.g. Electrical Low
Pressure Impactor (ELPI) (with assumed or
otherwise measured density and shape
factor correction)

� Optical Particle Counter (OPC) along with
suitable conversion to the diameter definition
of interest (e.g. aerodynamic or
mobility diameter)

Particle morphologyc � Imaging (e.g. Transmission or Scanning
Electron Microscopy, TEM/SEM)

Particle densityd (e.g. g cm�3) � ‘Tandem’ measurements with suitable
instruments probing different aerosol
properties e.g. aerodynamic followed by
mobility classification (e.g. Aerodynamic
Aerosol ClassifierþDifferential Mobility
Analyzer, AACþDMA)

� Selection of particles by e.g. mobility followed
by mass measurement e.g. via TEOM, QCM

� Derived from measurements and imaging (see
text for discussion)

� Derived from measurements of at least two
different diameter properties e.g. aerodynamic
and mobility diameter across the particle size
range (see text for discussion)

Distribution of particle morphology and density
within various size fractionsa

� Size-segregated impaction sampling followed by
imaging e.g. sampling of size fractions using
MOUDI with imaging of representative particles
in each fraction

Additional toxicity related characteristicsa � e.g. rigidity (e.g. Kim et al. 2020), aerosol charge
state (e.g. Kim et al. 2005)

aParameters in italics are optional, beyond minimum requirements, to make studies more robust against developments in linkages between individual particle
characteristics (e.g. fiber length/diameter and rigidity) and toxicity. Recommendations for measurements of ‘bulk’ characteristics of the material which may be
important for toxicity (e.g. functionalization and/or chemical composition, zeta potential) but not specifically related to measurement of the aerosolized particles
are not included in this table.
bIdeally complete size distributions should be reported and relevant meta-data on instrument settings made available. For some purposes (for example for input
into deposition models) parameterization of the size distribution (often assuming a log-normal distribution) is helpful, as a minimum reporting median and/or
geometric mean diameter (typically aerodynamic or mobility, and number- or mass-based, depending on the measurement made) and geometric stand-
ard deviation.
cDepending on form, parameters assessed may include fiber length, fiber diameter, aspect ratio, projected surface area, internal/external void space.
dNote that different definitions of particle ‘effective density’ are used, see Supplementary Information.
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earlier, mobility size distributions are assessed via SMPS or
similar instrument. In the case of ‘tandem’ techniques, the
DMA component can be used to select particles according
to their mobility. This subset of the overall population is
then passed to an instrument which reclassifies them by
mass e.g. via Aerosol Particle Mass analyzer (APM)
(McMurry et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2009; Ku and Kulkarni
2015) or Centrifugal Particle Mass Analyzer (CPMA) (Olfert
et al. 2007), or by aerodynamic diameter e.g. via
Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier (AAC) (Tavakoli and Olfert
2014), allowing information on effective density and shape
factor to be obtained. Another method is to measure the
overall mass of the selected particle population, rather than
individual particles, for example via Tapered Element
Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) e.g. Morawska et al.
(1999), or Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) e.g. Sarangi
et al. (2016).

Several studies involving CNT (e.g. Mitchell et al. 2007;
Baron et al. 2008) have undertaken simultaneous aerosol
measurement using SMPS and APS, primarily because the
combination covers a broad particle size range (often from
10 nm to 20 mm). Typically, the size ranges measured by the
two instruments overlap, therefore merging of the two dis-
tributions can be achieved using a ‘correction factor,’ related
to the particle shape and effective density, to convert
between the distributions measured by the instruments
(aerodynamic, and mobility diameter). However, a number
of issues affect the accuracy of these estimates. The region
of overlap of most SMPS and APS systems is relatively small
(usually at most 0.5–0.7 mm e.g. Khlystov et al. 2004;
Beddows et al. 2010) and information on effective density of
particles far outside this region, which may be different for
both larger and smaller CNT particles (Chen et al. 2012; Ku
and Kulkarni 2015; Wang et al. 2015), is not retrievable
through this method alone. Khlystov et al. (2004) also dis-
cuss errors due to counting efficiency primarily in the APS,
which could arise from unit-to-unit variability and the
optical properties, largely the complex refractive index, of
the particles (Pfeifer et al. 2016), which to our knowledge
has not been reported for airborne CNT particles. This
could affect both aerodynamic size distributions reported by
the instrument, and correction factors (and hence effective
density) derived using these data if, as has been previously
observed, these errors are size-dependent and occur largely
in the overlap range as APS counting efficiency drops
(Beddows et al. 2010). A number of improvements to the
fitting algorithm have been employed in an atmospheric
aerosol context (Beddows et al. 2010) but to our knowledge
have not been used in CNT studies. Finally, but import-
antly, the shape factor must be separately deduced to unfold
the effects of effective density and shape from the overall
correction factor, requiring further measurement e.g. via
TEM of the particles specifically from the overlap size range.
Use of quantitative SMPS and APS data for dose estimation
and related toxicological impact should thus be undertaken
with caution (Chen et al. 2016a) and ideally supplemented
with direct measurement of mass distribution e.g. via

Electrical Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI) or MOUDI/
nanoMOUDI (Micro Orifice Uniform Deposit Impactor).

We note that, due to the different quantities measured by
the various instruments employed, there are several different
definitions of effective density, which can be numerically
quite varied for the same aerosol (DeCarlo et al. 2004;
Supplementary Information). Hence, care must be taken
when comparing ‘effective densities’ reported in previous
studies, and the exact definition used in future studies
should be reported, as is the case for some (e.g. Ku and
Kulkarni 2015), but not all, previous reports.

Oberd€orster and Kuhlbusch (2018) outline a method by
which the ‘in vivo effective density’ could be estimated by
measuring lung burden and using study parameters to cal-
culate deposition efficiency as per Equation (1), then per-
forming runs with a deposition model which allows for
variability in particle density as an adjustable input (e.g.
MPPD) to find the density at which the best fit to Deff is
achieved. However, experimental uncertainty in several
parameters used to determine in vivo deposition efficiency
(Equation (1)) is commonly quite large. Model outputs are
also likely to be highly sensitive to small changes in input
e.g. for MPPD v.3.04, perturbing the deposition efficiency of
unit density, 1 mm MMAD, 1.7 GSD, particles in the Rat
(Sprague-Dawley Asymmetric model with adjustment for
inhalability, all other values set to default) by ± 10% then
performing the iterative procedure outlined above results in
a possible effective density range from 0.43 to 1.85 g cm�3,
much larger than the ±10% artificial error introduced ini-
tially. Experimentally assessing effective density, for example
with concurrent mobility and aerodynamic diameter and
gravimetric mass measurements as is commonly reported, is
likely to provide a more accurate outcome, despite the unre-
solved issues regarding these measurements outlined above.

CNT particle morphology and density

For certain types of particle, further observations or
assumptions regarding structure can be used to constrain
the relationship between mass and mobility. For example,
for fiber-like MWCNT, TEM measurement of the crystal
structure of the CNT can provide information on the ‘dead
space’ between concentric tubes, linking the intrinsic density
of the material to the effective density of the individual
fibers (Laurent et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2015). In the case of
agglomerate aerosols, use of a ‘mass scaling exponent’
(analogous to fractal dimension) can provide a direct math-
ematical link between mass and mobility diameter (Olfert
et al. 2007; Ku and Kulkarni 2015). This approach has been
extended to agglomerates of SWCNT and carbon nanofibers
(CNF) (Ku et al. 2006) and MWCNT (Wang et al. 2015).
An exploration of the appropriateness of this approach, for
CNT with open structures, based on morphological charac-
terization via TEM imaging, is provided by Ku and
Kulkarni (2018), who found agreement to within 30–40%
and 40–50% between direct measurement of diameter from
TEM images, and aerodynamic and mobility diameters
respectively. However, effective densities obtained using this
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TEM morphological method were underestimated by up to
80% compared to those from tandem-mass-mobility
measurements.

Whilst particle density is now generally being assessed in
in vivo studies, albeit with potential instrumentation and
fundamental issues affecting accuracy of these assessments,
we also advocate in future studies reporting as much add-
itional information on particle morphology as possible, to
improve density estimates but also in anticipation of further
model developments and/or to aid model validation, in par-
ticular with respect to interception. For example, from TEM
image processing, a range of geometric parameters including
Feret, Martin or ‘envelope’ diameters (Ku and Kulkarni
2015; Trubetskaya et al. 2017) and projected area can be
obtained, details of which, in conjunction with computa-
tional modeling and experimental deposition measurements,
may provide further insight into CNT particle behavior in
the lung.

Characterization of subsets of the CNT aerosol
distribution

If some toxicity related endpoints are specific to particular
components of the aerosol (for example, only the longest
fibers may be potentially implicated in asbestos-like path-
ology of the mesothelium; Poland et al. 2008), then there
may be a future requirement to provide deposition doses for
those in particular, to allow comparison with other aerosols.
In view of the heterogeneous nature of the CNT aerosol and
the variation of several important parameters (such as dens-
ity and shape) with particle size, this requires a subset of
the overall particle size distribution to be selected and
studied independently of the overall aerosol population. A
number of studies have sampled subsets of the CNT aerosol
for further characterization, most commonly achieved using
a cascade impactor (Shvedova et al. 2008; Porter et al. 2012;
Chen et al. 2016a). Whilst cascade impactors are commonly
used to obtain a mass size distribution, by additionally sam-
pling onto suitable substrates, for example, morphological
characterization via electron microscopy and subsequent
image analysis of a sample within a known aerodynamic
diameter range can be undertaken and potentially samples
collected for analysis of additional factors such as mechan-
ical stiffness (Kane et al. 2018). Combined with precise mass
measurements for each impactor stage, some density infor-
mation can also be obtained (although this method is not
well suited for examining the smallest particles, which have
very little mass). This approach may aid in assessing
whether morphology variability with particle size, for
example the prevalence of single fibers rather than broadly
spherical agglomerates at smaller diameters, could affect
deposition efficiency and/or location, and hence, received
dose and lung burden. This would complement methodo-
logical innovations designed to generate aerosol with specific
characteristics e.g. Taquahashi et al. (2013) whose method
largely removes the agglomerated CNT, but preserves the
single fibers, of MWNT-7 CNT to be delivered in an inhal-
ation exposure system.

Conclusions and research needs

There is considerable concern over the possible health
implications of CNT deposition in the respiratory system,
and as a result an increasing number of in vivo inhalation
studies are being conducted to study their toxicity, with the
aim of providing information to support human health risk
assessments. Many such studies provide estimates of the
mass of CNT deposited in the lung, rather than aerosol
mass concentration alone, as a growing international con-
sensus and associated guidance has identified the import-
ance of this information in improving inter-study
comparability and animal-human extrapolation. Although in
some studies deposited dose is measured, in the majority of
cases models are utilized to provide estimates. Herein we
have identified potential limitations in current models in
both how they are used and the results reported and inter-
preted, and have made recommendations for research and
actions to improve the quality and robustness of lung
deposition estimates (summarized in Figure 1). It is con-
cluded that:

� Targeted experiments are required to investigate the
importance of interception as a deposition process and
also the extent to which electrostatic forces influence
CNT particle deposition; as a preliminary step this could
involve measuring the electrostatic charge of typical
broadly-spherical and fiber-like particles to scope the
potential for significant effects.

� Short-term in vivo studies are required to provide
experimental data on deposition which can be used for
deposition model validation. This is of particular import-
ance for ‘fiber-like’ particles for which limited data
is available.

� Model developers should ensure that models are flexible
enough to allow the representation of the heterogenous
nature of many CNT aerosols.

� Systematic uncertainty studies should be undertaken to
identify key parameters and provide an understanding of
the typical levels of uncertainties on model predictions,
as above, this is of particular importance for
fibrous particles.

� Research on aerosol instrument performance for CNTs
should be undertaken to enable appropriate measure-
ment of model input parameters and the development of
consensus on the derivation of parameters including par-
ticle density for all or component parts of the aerosol.

� Good practice guidelines on study performance should
highlight the need to report and justify the model used
and all the input data values assumed, and the reporting
of the results to reflect the robustness of any deposition
estimate (i.e. an appreciation of the uncertainty on
any estimate).

All the above will improve the robustness of deposition
estimates for any particular study. It is also noted that as
understanding of the toxicity of inhaled CNT grows, key
components of the aerosol may be identified as of greater
significance for particular biological endpoints than others,
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for example, the longer and/or more rigid fibers may be of
greater concern, and there may therefore be a need to link
specific groups of aerosol particles with certain endpoints.
To future-proof studies against such concerns, i.e. to allow
future reevaluation of the results, it is recommended that
aerosol characterization beyond minimum requirements is
undertaken, to include, in particular, imaging to link particle
morphology to mass and size (a summary of our recom-
mendations on aerosol characterization for CNT toxicity
studies is provided in Table 4). Although somewhat beyond
the scope of this review, it is also noted that particle lung
deposition may be altered by changes in airway structure in
people with preexisting conditions such as COPD or
asthma, who may also potentially be more susceptible to
health risks associated with CNT exposure, and as such
more work could usefully be undertaken in this area to
address wider risk assessment questions. This would be

relevant to a wide range of particles types and also be of
interest for drug delivery.

It is recognized that ultimately improvements in the areas
identified above will require a co-ordinated interdisciplinary
approach involving efforts from a range of groups including:
deposition model developers and users, experimental aerosol
scientists and technicians, exposure scientists and
study designers.
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Figure 1. Objectives and recommendations for future work to improve characterization of CNT aerosols, deposition modeling and dose estimation.
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